Level-Right® LDF – An Innovative, Low Density Deep Fill Solution
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Hamel, Minnesota – Level-Right® LDF (Low Density Fill) is the newest product to be added to the Level-Right line. Level-Right LDF is a revolutionary, lightweight product made from Portland cement and a proprietary, lightweight aggregate. Ideal for deep fill applications, it can be poured to meet any depth. With a density of 25-27 pcf, Level-Right LDF is just a fraction of the weight of standard concrete. Its ultra-lightweight aggregate even provides thermal and acoustical properties.

Level-Right LDF is ready–mixed cement designed to be capped with a Maxxon Underlayment. It is mixed onsite with local water and pumped by Maxxon applicators. Level-Right LDF can be poured over conduit, wires and pipes and can be sloped as needed. Installation of the Level-Right LDF/Maxxon Underlayment system is quick and easy with completion in as little as two days.

Maxxon® Corporation is the leading provider of floor underlayments and floor/ceiling sound deadening systems. Maxxon products are used in new construction and renovation projects of commercial, retail, and industrial facilities as well as single family and multifamily housing. They are available through authorized dealers located throughout North America.
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For additional information, please contact Nicole Hills at 763-478-9600 or e-mail Nicole at nicole@maxxon.com.